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Breadcrafter will produce and sell high quality, handmade breads to the residents and tourists of Port Hanover
and Freeman County. Today's consumer has less time to create wholesome, handmade bread, but increasingly
appreciates the nutritional and sensory benefits it provides. The proprietor will also consider producing some
of Toothsome Foods' current lineup of Handmade Breads on a wholesale basis. Their largest advantage, other
than price, is the convenience of one stop shopping. Thus it needs to make the product to serve every section
of society unless it is oriented to one particular. Breads will be baked and sold at a storefront facility using a 4
deck, steam injected bread oven. The Market The retail coffee industry in the U. The company intends to hire
two full-time pastry bakers and six part-time baristas to handle customer service and day to day operations.
Due to heavy investment in pastry equipment and relatively small bread sales, they are unlikely to react
strongly to our presence. Bakery Business Plan Template yallabusiness. While breads are baking, the baker
will begin mixing the long fermenting doughs to be baked off the next day. Breadcrafter will also produce
White and Wheat Sandwich Breads with soft crust and a tender crumb for traditional American Style
sandwiches. As people become more aware of its healthy nutritional profile, good bread becomes even more
attractive. The center is conveniently located on one of the busiest arteries to and from Port Hanover. Twin's
Bakery Very similar to Helmut's. Breadcrafter will economize on bookkeeping costs by handling its payroll
duties in house. Delivering wholesale bread and baked goods to area restaurants and specialtyretailers will also
be considered. True or not, these customers may feel more comfortable at Breadcrafter. This bakery has been
open since November and has not yet experienced a summer tourist influx. High visibility and competitive
products and service are critical to capture this segment of the market. The company will sample its products
liberally. It must be said that writing a bread bakery business plan does not automatically guarantee that you
bread bakery business would be a total success as there are many factors that will determine if indeed you
become successful in such venture, But not writing or having a feasibility study sample business plan is a
shortcut to failure Why You Should Start A Bread Bakery In Nigeria Bread still remain one of the more
common popular and stable food that you would find in Nigeria today.


